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Shear viscosity studies above and below the critical consolute point
in a nitrobenzene-decane mixture

Aleksandra Drozd-Rzoska
‘‘August Chelkowski’’ Institute of Physics, Silesian University, ulica Uniwersytecka 4 40-007 Katowice, Poland

~Received 19 July 1999; revised manuscript received 1 June 2000!

The shear viscosity has been studied in a nitrobenzene-decane critical mixture above the critical consolute
temperatureTC , in the homogeneous phase, and belowTC , in coexisting phases. The form of background
viscosity for coexisting phases has been postulated. The same value of the critical exponentf has been
obtained in the lower~L!, upper~U!, and homogeneous~H! phases. The pretransitional amplitudes (AL,U) in
coexisting phases are approximately the same, whereasAL,U/AH'0.965. In the homogeneous phase the pos-
sibility of the appearance of the quasinematic, field-induced structure of critical fluctuations has been
discussed.

PACS number~s!: 66.20.1d, 64.60.Ht, 64.70.Ja
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INTRODUCTION

In the homogeneous phase of critical mixtures the sh
viscosity ~h! exhibits a marked critical anomaly which ma
be portrayed by the relation~@1–14#, and references therein!

h5hBAht2f, ~1!

wheref is the critical exponent,Ah is the critical amplitude,
index B denotes the noncritical background effect,t5(T
2TC)/TC is the dimensionless distance from the critical co
solute point, andhB is the noncritical background viscosity

This relation is also valid for the critical consolute poi
in micellar mixtures@10,11#, the ionic critical mixtures@12#,
and on approaching the critical-end-point in a fou
component mixture@6,13#. The theory proposes an analog
to the above relation@6,15,16#:

h~j!5hB~Lj!zh5hB~Lj0!Zh t2zhn5hBAht2f; ~2!

whereL is the Debye cutoff number,j5j0t2n is the corre-
lation length, andj0 is the correlation length amplitude.Ah
andn'0.63 are the critical amplitude and the critical exp
nent, respectively.zh is the universal critical exponent. Th
comparison with relation~1! gives Ah5(Lj0)zh and zh
5f/n.

The mode-coupling theory predicts the valueszh'0.051
20.053 (f50.03220.033) @17,18#, while the dynamic
renormalization group gives the valuezh'0.065 (f
'0.041) for the second-order approximation@19,20# or zh
'0.054 and 0.053 for« expansion to the first@20# and third-
order term@21#, respectively. No conclusive support for th
theory has been obtained so far. A similar ambiguity occ
in the experimental where values of the critical exponent
of the range 0.051<zh<0.065 @7–14,22,23#. However, re-
cent tests are strongly in favorzh'0.065 @13,14,24,25#. In
the vicinity of the critical point the shear gradient effect h
been taken into account, e.g., as proposed by Oxtoby@26#,
Onuki and Kawasaki@27,28#. The shear-corrected data a
described by a slightly shifted value ofzh and TC @10–
14,23#. There is no viscosity anomaly in the strong she
regime (zh'0) @24,27#, but this is not the case discussed
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~6!/8071~5!/$15.00
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this paper. Remote fromTC the noncritical background ef
fect dominates. It is usually described by means of
Arrhenius equation although other relations are also u
@1–14#. Generally, the noncritical background and the cr
cal effect may be linked additively or multiplicatively@13#.
The experimental results quoted above are in favor of
latter, in agreement with relation~2!. In order to connect the
possible scaling behavior of viscosity close toTC with the
background behavior the crossover function was also p
posed@12#.

Tests on shear viscosity in the two-phase region
scarce. To the best of the author’s knowledge they are l
ited to the analysis of the temperature evolution of the m
viscosity in the upper and lower coexisting phases@4,13#.
This can be related to problems of separate estimation of
background term in coexisting phases. For mean visco
the same equation~1! was used to parametrize experimen
data above and below the critical consolute temperature
was found that within the limit of experimental errorf2

'f1 andAh
1/Ah

2'0.95, in agreement with theoretical pre
diction @29#. For mean viscosity belowTC the Arrhenius
temperature dependence of the background term was
applied. In the opinion of the author such an assumpt
neglects the fact of the possible violation of the rectiline
diameter law for the coexisting phase for the viscosity@9#.
There is a clear experimental evidence of the weak distor
from the law of rectilinear diameter for the order parame
related properties, as for instance density or concentra
@9#.

Measurements of shear viscosity in the nitrobenzen
decane critical mixture carried out above and below the c
cal consolute point are reported here. In the coexist
phases the analysis was conducted separately for the lo
and upper phase, respectively. This enabled the compar
of the values of critical exponents and amplitudes for
three paths of approachingTC . The advantage of the chose
mixture is the value ofdTC /dP'20.02(KMPa21) @30#
which made it possible to neglect the possible pressure
duced shift of critical concentrationxC @31,32#.

EXPERIMENT

The viscosity measurements at a given temperature w
performed simultaneously in the upper and the lower co
8071 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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8072 PRE 62ALEKSANDRA DROZD-RZOSKA
isting phases using the two capillary flow viscometers sho
in Fig. 1. Calibration was carried out by recording the flo
through times for three liquids: nitrobenzene, benzene,
carbon tetrachloride, in a temperature range from 7 to 50
The following relation was applied to calculate the viscosi

h

r
5Atf1

B

t f
, ~3!

whereh andr are values taken from@33#, t f denotes the flow
through time of a determined volume of liquid, and the co
stantsA and B are viscometer constants. The fact that ca
bration was conducted in the same range of temperat
made it possible to prepare over 100 pairs of equations f
which the coefficientsA and B were estimated. The studie
focused on the nitrobenzene-decane solution of critical c
centrationxC50.57 mole % fraction of nitrobenzene belo
and above the critical point (TC523.05 °C), in agreemen
with results given in@34#. All liquids used in the experiment
were purified by standard methods@35#. The tested solution
was first placed in the viscometers and then frozen to t
perature of ca.280 °C, i.e., considerably lower than th
melting temperature of both compounds. Then viseome
were sealed with a torch under vacuum and placed in a la
volume~about 200 1 of water! double-wall glass thermosta
This use of a relatively large volume made it possible
maintain~passive! temperature stabilization of60.01°/24 h.
The temperature was measured by means of a platinum
sistor ~DIN 43 260! with resolution60.005 K and Keithley
195 A multimeter. Four thermocouples monitored the te
perature gradient in viscometers. Measurements of visco
were carried out simultaneously by means of both visco
eters. Within the limits of the experimental error the obtain
values were comparable. The time that elapsed before e
librium was achieved depended on the distance from
critical point and had a value of about 2 h for temperatures
remote fromTC and up to 10 h in the immediate vicinity o
TC . The viscometers were next turned to the position
which the measurement was carried out. For the viscom
measuring the viscosity of the upper phase the rotation
180° and for the viscometer measuring the lower phase

FIG. 1. Diagrams of viscometers:A is for measurements in th
homogeneous and in the lower phase,B is for measurements in th
homogeneous and in the upper phase. Arrows indicate direction
turning. The diameter of the capillary was 0.3 mm and the leng
cm.
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rotation was about 90° until the capillary was set in the v
tical position. Arrows in Fig. 1 show the directions of rot
tion. The upper level of the liquid and the position of th
meniscus dividing the phases are also indicated. If the r
tion was performed smoothly, without jerks, then no mixi
of the phases took place during measurement. After comp
ing the measurements the viscometers were turned bac
their previous position so that the solution could reach
state of equilibrium at the next temperature.

In the homogeneous region the density was measured
cnometrically. Parameters characterizing the region of co
isting phases were obtained by applying a visual cathetom
ric method developed in Ref.@36# and were as follows:

The homogeneous phase:rH50.982620.19033t,
~4a!

The upper phase:xNb
U 50.5721.305t0.316 and

rU50.982620.4433t0.35,
~4b!

The lower phase:xNb
L 50.5710.81t0.36 and

rL50.982620.3443t0.32, ~4c!

r denotes the density~g cm3! and the concentrationxNb is in
the mole fraction of nitrobenzene. Values of exponents
these equations are comparable to the so-called effective
ponentb @36#. The visual cathetometric method also ma
possible the independent estimation of the coordinates of
critical point: within the limits of experimental error the
were in agreement with results of Ref.@34#. The application
of shear gradient corrections mentioned above involves
rameters which are unknown for the tested mixture, parti
larly in the two-phase region. Hence, they were applied o
for the homogeneous phase. The analysis of data was
ducted usingORIGIN 5.0 software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the obtained behavior of shear viscosit
the tested mixture. It is clearly seen that, on approaching
critical consolute temperature along the critical isopleth a
along both branches of the coexistence curve, the pretra
tional anomalies appear. For their parametrization the e
mation of the noncritical background effect is essential.
the one-phase region remote fromTC the temperature evolu
tion of the viscosity can be portrayed by the simple Arrhe
ius dependence, which extrapolated up toTC forms the back-
ground effect~Fig. 2!: ln(h/cP)524.5211423.8/T. Below
TC the background is influenced by both the temperature
the composition of the coexisting phases. This can be ta
into account by applying the isothermic, concentrational
pendence for a perfectly miscible mixture@37#:

ln hU5xNb
U ln hNb1~12xNb

U !ln hD , ~5a!

ln hL5xNb
L ln hNb1~12xNb

L !ln hD , ~5b!

wherehNb ,hD are the viscosities of constituents of the mi
ture incP andxNb ,xD are for the upper~U! and the lower~L!
phase, respectively.

of
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For the tested critical mixture the shift of temperatu
changes both the composition of the coexisting phases
the viscosity of the mixture constituents. These factors
be taken into account by inserting the following equatio
into relations~5!:

hNb, D5KNb, D expFDNb, D

T G , ~6a!

xNb, D5xC6C6tb, ~6b!

whereKNb, D, DNb, D, and C6 denote constants dependin
on the type of substance and the sign6 describes the left or
right branch of the coexistence curve. The values of coe
cients in Eq.~6b! are given in relations~4a! and ~4b!.

In the two-phase region the background coefficientsK and
D are given by the lnhNb524.8111518.2/T, ln hD
523.051974.7/T. They are in a good agreement with v
ues for pure compounds@33#. The obtained background e
fects are shown by solid lines in Fig. 2. The inset in Fig
presents the temperature dependence of the mean valu
the fitted background viscosities in the coexisting phas
i.e., the diameter of the ‘‘background, noncritical, viscos
coexistence curve.’’ It follows the Arrhenius dependen
only for T2TC.2 K. This deviation from the Arrhenius re
lation near TC may indicate a violation of the Caillet
Mathew law of the rectilinear diameter@9# for the back-
ground mean viscosity.

Figure 3 show the critical effects obtained if the abo
procedure of determining the background effect is applied
power-law-type, critical behavior, with almost the sam
value of the critical exponent above and belowTC is clearly
visible. It is worth noting that there is a quantitative agre
ment of critical effects in the lower, nitrobenzene-rich, and
the upper, decane-rich, coexisting phases. Fitted param
describing critical effects are given in the caption of Fig.
In the immediate vicinity ofTC the obtained values of criti
cal exponents are almost the same in all tested pha

FIG. 2. The shear viscosity data for the tested nitrobenze
decane mixture. The fitted by means of Eqs.~5a!, ~5b!, and ~6!
noncritical background effects are shown by solid lines. The in
shows the form of the temperature behavior of the mean of visc
ties in coexisting phases. The solid line represents the Arrhe
dependence.
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f'0.033. A slight discrepancy from the value of the exp
nent f mentioned above takes place in the homogene
phase remote fromTC as shown in Fig. 3. If only data fa
from TC are fittedf'0.041~dashed line!. The application of
the shear gradient correction@10,23# practically removes the
discrepancy between the behavior near and remote fromTC ,
giving f'0.038~dotted line!. The relations for shear gradi
ent corrections were first proposed in the phenomenolog
model of Oxtoby and next Douglas which derived a simp
expression convenient in experimental analysis. These
pressions agree with results of Onuki-Kawasaki@28# and
Onuki @27# mesoscopic-scale theoretical analysis of a criti
solution under shear flow. For the tested critical mixturezh
'0.038/n>0.0626 were obtained~Fig. 3!. This value is
close to the renormalization group estimation~f'0.065
@20#! and in agreement with a series of papers@8–14,23–25#.
One of the significant problems occurring when the sh
corrections are taken account is the estimation of the co
lation length amplitudej0 . For the tested solution this coe
ficient is unknown, and hence it was assumed to be the s
as in similar critical mixtures, i.e.,j052A @9–13#. It should
be noted that the shear correction gave only subtle distor
of experimental data nearTC ~4–5 points in Fig. 3!. On
approachingTC the value of the Deborah numberDe5St ~t
denotes the relaxation time! gradually increased from almos
zero remote fromTC up to 16 in the immediate vicinity of
TC . The mentioned corrections made it possible to obtain
data for unified shear rateS50 @8,10,23,26–28#. For very
large values ofDe the local slope of data should decrease
De approachesf5nzh'0 @38,39#: Hamamoet al. reported
evenDe'680 @39#. This behavior is in an agreement wit
the theory of Onuki and Kawasaki@28,40,41#.

In the opinion of the author the results for light scatteri
(I L) and ordered parameter~M! studies in a critical solution

e-

t
i-

us

FIG. 3. Critical effects in the lower, upper, and homogeneo
phases of a near-critical nitrobenzene-decane critical mixture.
horizontal line presents the Arrhenius background. The dashed
shows results of the fit with shear rate correction@10,23#: hcorr

51.058t20.038. The solid and the dotted line describes results wi
out the correction, for the separate fit of data nearTC and remote
from TC : h51.062t20.0332 (T2TC,0.5 K) and h51.051t20.041

(1 K,T2TC,7 K). The bottom solid line is for the critical effec
in the upper and in the lower coexisting phases:h lower

51.026t20.0334 andhupper51.026t20.0331
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8074 PRE 62ALEKSANDRA DROZD-RZOSKA
under shear flow@42,43# are worth recalling. It has bee
found that the type of the critical behavior is related to t
value of the Deborah number: classical exponentsg
'1 (I L) and b'0.5 (M ) were found in the vicinity ofTC
whereDe5St.1. Result of these experiments delivered
broad experimental confirmation of the theoretical analy
of Onuki-Kawasaki@28,40,41#. Classical behavior nearTC
was also found for a critical solution under strong elect
field in nonlinear dielectric effect~NDE! @44–47#, electro-
optic Kerr effect ~EKE! @44,48#, and I L @49# studies. The
assumption that strong external field~S, E! induces the
quasinematic structure of critical fluctuations and the iso
pic, nonclassical correlation lengthj}t2n't20.63 may
change to (j i ,j' ,j') with j i remaining nonclassical an
j'}t20.5 ~classical dependence! made the puzzling discrep
ancy between the theory and the experiment for EKE
NDE possible to explain@44–48#. The discussed behavio
under external disturbation agrees with the complex liq
nature of the critical mixture@50#. Assuming the significance
of the quasinematic picture also for the shear visco
anomaly and takingh}(j')zh one can obtain in the vicinity
of TC :

zh5f/nclass'0.033/0.550.06660.002,

n'50.5 for T→Tc .

On moving away fromTC the order parameter fluctuation
are less affected by the shear and their elongation decrea~
De,1):

zn5fnnon-class'0.041/0.6350.06560.002,

n'5n'0.063, for T.Tc11K.

The obtained values ofzh , the same near and remote fro
TC , agrees with the shear corrected values~i.e., for S50! in
this paper and in Refs.@11–14,24,25#. The subtle shear-rat
decrease of the critical exponentf on moving close toTC
was not found in the two-phase region perhaps due to
complex form of the background effect in the coexisti
phases.
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CONCLUSIONS

Results presented above show the analysis of the cri
effect of shear viscosity in coexisting phases and in the
mogeneous phase. Within the limit of experimental error
following relations were obtained for apparent critical exp
nents: f15f2

U 5f2
L '0.033 and amplitudesAh

L5Ah
U and

Ah
2/Ah

1'0.96560.10. The latter value is close to the on
predicted theoretically@29#. For all tested regions the multi
plicative background effect was successfully applied. T
Arrhenius temperature dependence of the mean value o
background viscosity in coexisting phases suggested pr
ously @5# seems to be not valid in the immediate vicinity
TC . In the homogeneous phase a slight increase of the
parent exponentf from 0.033 ~close to TC! to the value
0.041~data only remote fromTC! takes place. The applica
tion of shear rate corrections enables the description of
experimental data by a single-term temperature depend
with the effective exponentf'0.038. When discussing th
critical anomaly of dynamic physical properties, worth me
tioning are also recent results for the relaxation time evo
tion. On the whole, critical mixtures obey the Einstei
Stokes formulat/h}t2y with y5zn'1.9, wherez'3.07 is
the dynamical exponent for the conserved order param
@9#. However, in a strong electric fieldy51.121.3 @47#. This
has been associated with the external field-induced semic
sical, calamitic-disclike, quasinematic structure. For prol
fluctuations, which seem to appear for a solution under sh
flow @40#, basing on Ref.@47#, one can expecty5z(n'

1zh)'1.1 with z52. The latter value for the nonconserve
order parameter@9# appears, for instance, in the isotrop
phase of rodlike nematogens where recently a fluidlike
scription @51–53# was proposed.
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